A dual algorithm for the submodular flow problem is proposed. The concept of the 'best improving set" is used to increase the dual objective as fast as possible, which is the kind of steepest ascent method employed by R. Hassin for the minimum cost flow problem. For the dual optimal solution thus obtained, the associated submodular flow is constructed by complementary slackness. network; flow algorithm; optimization
I. Introduction
The submodular flow (SF) problem, introduced by Edmonds and Giles [6] , is a general network flow problem, where net flows into subsets of nodes are restricted by submodular set constraints. Suppose that we are given (i) a directed graph G = (V, E) with node set V and arc set E, (ii) a submodular function b" on a crossing family ,~-", (iii) lower and upper capacity functions fand g where f:E~(RU-~), g:E (R U ~) and f < g, and (iv) a cost function c:E JR.
For a vector x~R E, denote px(A) = Y:(x(e): e~E, e enters A cV) and 6x(A)= px(X). Let the difference px(A)-~(A) be denoted by Ax(A). A polyhedron Q(f, g; b") con-
sisting of vectors x ~ RE satisfying f < x < g and Ax(A) < b"(A) for every A c_ V is called a submodular flow polyhedron. The SF problem is to minimize cx subject to x ~ Q( f, g; b").
The generality of submodular functions provides the SF problem with a wide range of applicability. This problem includes, among a host of its special cases, the minimum cost flow (MCF) problem, the independent flow problem, the polymatroidal network flow problem, and the directed cutting packing problem (see [6, 10] ).
As for solution methods, negative circuit [15] , simplex [2] , primal-dual [4] and out-of-kilter [11] methods have been reported. Each of these algorithms is closely related to the corresponding algorithm for the MCF problem.
Dual algorithms for the MCF problem are recognized to be computationally efficient with a certain type of data structures and more suitable for sensitivity analysis of key parameters in various network models [1, 3, 13] . In this paper, we propose a dual algorithm for the SF problem which uses only the so-called node potentials. By incorporating the three search algorithm by Hassin [13] for the MCF problem, we suggest a systematic way to find the steepest ascent direction of the dual objective function, referred to as the 'best improving set'. This dual-ascent process keeps all arc flows within their capacity bounds, while allowing the set constraints to be violated.
The next section defines the SF problem and describes the dual optimality conditions due to Frank and Tardos [9] . Section 3 introduces the concept of improving set. Section 4 describes our dual algorithm, with emphasis on the TREESEARCH procedure to find the best improving set. Throughout this paper, the terminologies by Frank and Tardos [9] in describing the submodular flow polyhedron will be used without any explanation. For details including definitions, refer to [9] .
Dual optimality
It is shown in [7, 8] 
f<_x<_~.
Note that the ordinary MCF problem is regarded as a special case of (1) where 9-(b) = {{t~}: l, • V} and E(b(t~): t, • V) = 0. The dual of (1) is maximize wf -zg -yb (2) subject to wl -zI -yB = c, (w, z, y) >__o where the variable w and z correspond to the arcs in E, y to the sets in Z(b), and I is the identity matrix.
The strong duality of linear programming implies that one can find the associated optimal submodular flow for a given dual optimal solution. Edmonds and Giles [6] show that the linear system (1) is totally dual integral. For all integral c such that (1) is finite, its dual (2) has an integer-valued optimal solution. From here on, assume that c is integral. Let us introduce a vector p •Z v, which will be referred to as a potential vector. Based on their result [6] 
(p) = Y~(y(F)b(F): y(F)> 0) and I(F) =pf,(F)-3~,,(F). Note that I(F) is a step function which monotonically decreases as p(F) increases. The
jumps occur at the points where one of nonzero g(e)'s for e incident to F, becomes zero. Moreover it is supermodular:
where dx(A, B) = E(x(e): e • E, e enters one of A and B and leaves the other). Define bo(F)= /~(P + XF) --/~(P) where XF • RV is a characteristic vector corresponding to F_ V, such that XF(U) = 1 if node v is in F and XF(U) ~---0 otherwise. With these notations, we have the following theorem regarding the dual optimality of a feasible potential p.
Theorem 1 (Frank and Tardos [9]). A feasible potential p is optimal if and only if I(F) < bp(F),
Fc_V.
Improving sets
We now focus our attention to solve the dual problem (2), for which Theorem 1 serves as a
basis. For exposition brevity, let I(S)-bp(S) be denoted by D(S). An admissible set S_c V is called an improving set if D(S) > 0. In fact D(S)
is a directional derivative of the dual objective at p along the direction Xs. Therefore the dual objective strictly increases at least for some amount of increase of p(S) corresponding to an improving set. We say that S is the best set in V if D(S) > D(T) for every admissible set To_ V.
The concept of the improving set, as appeared in different forms, has been used in several dual methods for the MCF problem [3, 13, 14] .
Consider admissible sets X_ W/_ 1 -W/, i = 
bp(S)= ~(bi(X): X c S)
and bp is fully submodular.
Even though the union of X-types perfectly describes every admissible subset of V, we consider two other types of subsets as a means to save computation: W i and W/, i = We formally present a procedure ASCENT(S) to increase potentials in an improving set S. Node potentials in S are increased by the same amount until either some ~'(e) previously not 0 becomes 0, or the feasibility of potential is violated. Let or(S) denote the amount of increase in p(S) up to which the potential feasibility is maintained.
Procedure ASCENT(S),
Increase node potentials in an improving set S as 
A Dual Algorithm
As alluded already, there are two key constructs of our algorithm: the one of finding improving sets and the other of increasing node potentials of the selected set. The former will be detailed in the forthcoming procedures based on the three subset types mentioned above, and the latter was already sketched in the procedure AS-CENT(S). The outline of our algorithm is now presented.
A Dual lem).
Step O.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3. Step 1 is to increase the dual objective as much as possible by increasing only those node potentials in the W-or W-types. Though we will not elaborate on the procedure, the associated computational burden is expected to be not so significant, considering the number of level sets. The TREESEARCH procedure in Step 3 locates the best improving set composed of X-types given a m nonimproving situation of all the W-and W-types. It is an extension of Hassin's tree search algorithm for the MCF problem to our SF problem [131.
We are now ready to discuss the TREESEARCH. Let the resulting cross-free family {W,., i = 0, 1 .... ,k} after Step 1 be denoted by g-f. Let E w = {e ~E: e is incident to W i, i = 1,...,k, g(e) >f(e), and g(e)= 0}. Consider an auxiliary digraph H(~/) for a given ~: nodes in HC~), denoted by Nw, are obtained by condensing the nodes in IV,,._ 1 -IV,, into one for i = 1 ..... k + 1, and arcs are those in E~. It is shown in [5] that one can always make E~ to form a forest in H(~) by perturbing costs on E.
During the procedure TREESEARCH, the following problem of maximizing a supermodular function for each i is required to be solved:
where W i_ 1, Wi ~ ~. One can use the polynomial time oracle via ellipsoid method [12] to solve (4).
Let Xs and D(Xg) be respectively the solution and its objective value of the maximum directional derivative. Also let X e denote an X-type to which an arc e ~ E~ is incident, and X/~ and D(X[) be those obtained from a restricted problem of (4) which substitutes X" for X.
The reader's attention is called to the fact that

D(X~" UXf) > D(X~') + D(X[) for each pair of two sets X~', Xf, i4=j, incident to a common arc e E Ew, because I(X[ uXf) > I(X[) + I(Xf) and bp(X[ u X[) = b~(X[) + bj(Xf).
The strict inequality is due to the fact that, in (3), dgl_f~(X [, X~') =g(e) -f(e) > 0 for any arc e ~Ew. Therefore the union of two X-types to which a common arc e ~ E w is incident may be better than that of the two optimal X-types, corresponding to the same pair of i's, with no such common incident arc. With the same agreement, a union of two nonimproving X-types may become an improving set.
The TREESIEARCH augments an improving set by selectively taking X-types one by one, each of which corresponds to a node in H(~S¢~). An improving set here is composed of a number of improving segments, where a segment is defined as a union of disjoint X-types, each corresponding to a node in a subset of N~ connected by the arcs in E w. Two candidate X-types that we consider at node i ~ N w for the augmenting process are X i and Xf. Finally it locates the best improving set by scanning the nodes and their incident arcs in H(~¢~). Let ~" and 8" represent respectively the current lists of those nodes and arcs.
Initially J = N w and 8 ~= E w. Scanning always starts with a node i E ~f" such that n i < 1, where r/i represents the number of arcs in 8 ~ incident to i, i.e., the current degree. After the evaluation of two candidate X-types for the node i, (which will be detailed in the following procedure), the node i and its incident arc ei, if any, will be removed from the current lists of ~ and 8 ~ respectively. This indicates that scanning a node in X is accompanied by scanning its incident arc. Scanning proceeds inwardly until X becomes empty. The resulting best improving set is then the union of improving segments.
Let the current node i be a leaf node in H(~) with n i = 1. We first obtain X i. If e i is not incident to the Xi, obtain Xf, by solving the restricted problem of (4). (Xf, will be simply denoted by X[.) Then we evaluate the possible amount of increase in the directional derivative, when Xf is adjoined to an X-type corresponding to the other end node of es in H(gf). The effective directional derivative of X[ including the above increment is compared with the directional derivative of X z. Consider first the case that the maximum of the two is positive. If the maximum is attained by X[, X[ becomes a seed set of a new improving segment. The arc es is then 'scanned and marked'. If the maximum is attained by Xg, the set Xg itself forms an isolated improving segment, and the arc e~ is 'scanned and unmarked'. For the case that the maximum of the two derivatives is nonpositive, node i is excluded from further consideration, and the arc e~ is also 'scanned and unmarked'. If ez is incident to the Xi, the set is none other than X 7 by definition. The decision whether or not to mark e i depends on the sign of the effective directional derivative of the only candidate X-type X[ = X~, as has been done for X[ in the above case. Now, assume that we are at a leaf node i of ,4~ for which there may exist three kinds of incident arcs: one 'unscanned' arc eg~8", 'scanned and marked' arcs, and 'scanned and unmarked' arcs. Without paying any special attention to which incident scanned arcs are marked, the exactly same operation as above is performed by first distinguishing two cases depending upon the inci-dence of e~ to the set X~. If the arc e~ is marked after the operation, we associate with each legitimate candidate X-type the enlarged segments by merging it with all the subsegments rooted at the other ends of 'scanned and marked' arcs. If the arc e~ remains unmarked, X i is now the only one to be integrated into the enlarged segment, which stops growing any further and becomes an isolated improving segment.
Denoting by J(i) the index set of 'scanned and marked' arcs incident to i ~ N w, and by J(X i) the indices in J(i) whose arcs are incident to X~, we now formally state the TREESEARCH procedure.
Procedure
TREESEARCH.
Step O. Initialize X, ~, and n i, and set S = ~.
Step 1. If X = ¢, stop. The current S is the best improving set.
Step 2. Find i ~/V such that ng < 1. Set X ~ J -{i}. Step 4. If
go to Step 7.
Step 5. Step 6. If
D( X e) + g( ei) -f( ei)
- Y'~ D(Xj)>0,
j~J(x/)
go to Step 5.
Step 7. Set
S ~ S UX it.) {Xj: j ~J(i)
Go to Step 1.
Note that the application of an oracle for (4) is the set of scanned nodes in the subtree, rooted at node i, which is connected by the 'scanned and marked' arcs. Note that at node i, the maximum amount of positive contribution made so far through scanning the nodes in N i -{i} is carried over to the directional derivative of Xi when it is enlarged via the 'scanned and marked' arcs.
The TREESEARCH finally yields an improving set by unionizing the improving segments which are mutually exclusive each other. So the directional derivative of the improving set is the sum of those of the segments. Since the improving segment is the best one in the corresponding partitioned part of V as has been explained above, the improving set maximizes the directional derivative on the whole V. Now that the improving set generated by the TREESEARCH is validated, we simply state the following theorem. At each iteration of finding the best improving set in our dual algorithm, the TREESEARCH is activated. Let C and K be respectively the maximum absolute values of the cost elements, and the gap between the arc capacity upper and lower bounds. Then I EICK is the difference between an upper bound of the (dual) objective value and its initialized lower bound corresponding to zero node potentials. Since the degeneracy in H(~') can be resolved in at most [EI steps by judiciously selecting a cost perturbation rule, at most I E] 2CK applications of TREESEARCH are required. Note that at least one unit of the dual objective value is increased for each nondegenerate iteration. Also each application of TREE-SEARCH requires to scan at most [VI nodes in H(~), and at most two kinds of problem (4) are to be solved for each node scan. Recall that the computations involved with W-and W-types are negligible to mention. Therefore from the availability of a polynomial-time algorithm for problem (4), our algorithm is concluded as a pseudopolynomial-time one.
The optimal submodular flow is easily obtained from the dual optimal solution via the 
f,(W i, W i) >_ b(W~) -I(W i) >_ O.
Since the left-hand-side of the inequality representing the possible range of a variation of flows within [fl*, g~*] is larger than its right-hand-side E * denoting the slack flow amount, an x [f¿ , gl*] can always be constructed so that Ax(W i) = b(W,.). As E w forms a forest in H(~), there exists at least one set W i ~ ~ to which only one arc e i ~ Ew is incident. On the arc ei, we can always assign a flow making the equality hold. This process is repeated for the updated :i¢ ~-~ and E~ -e i.
Concluding remarks
We proposed a dual method for solving the submodular flow problem. To increase the dual objective, the concept of improving set has been used, which was appeared in various forms to solve the MCF problem. To save the computational burden, node sets are classified into three types: W-, W-and X-types. Given a nonimproving situation of all the W-and W-types, the best improving set composed of X-types has been effectively located through the TREESEARCH. It is an extension of Hassin's tree search procedure for the MCF problem to our SF problem.
As a means to expedite the computation, one may use an alternative strategy of applying TREESEARCH. That is, instead of fully executing TREESEARCH until it finds the best improving set, the search is made in the depth-first manner only up to the point of locating an improving segment. The ASCENT procedure is directly applied on the segment identified, and this way of alternating between two procedures continues until no more improving segment is found by the TREESEARCH. Computational experiences with other mathematical programs suggest that this strategy would be more effective as the size of the network problem gets larger.
